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Abstract
Earthquakes are one of the most fatal disasters in Japan. In preparation for them, each organization has to create its evacuation plan
of their buildings. For universities, creating eﬀective evacuation plans is worth challenging since they have many constraints on
class schedules, class sizes, room sizes, room equipment, and so on; and the number of students and instructors in each room varies
from time to time. However, it is not realistic to have many evacuation plans corresponding to various situations. In addition, it is
diﬃcult for universities to have specialists for developing evacuation plans, and administrative staﬀ are not skilled in such planning.
Our project is to create an evacuation planning system helpful for non-specialists. As a ﬁrst step, an analyzing engine is developed.
It reads information about building structures and classes, and estimates the ﬂows of links such as passages and stairs when class
time is speciﬁed.
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1. Introduction
Earthquakes are one of the most fatal disasters in Japan. In preparation for them, we have to plan and implement
disaster prevention plans at several levels. For example, local governments identify vulnerable zones in their areas,
make hazard maps, prepare for refuge, make and publish plans for people to reach the refuge, store food, water, and
medicine, construct ﬁre stations and hospitals, provide smooth transportation system, and so on; Organizations have
to determine evacuation routes, keep them safe, install guiding equipments, store food, water and medicine, accept
evacuating people in neighborhood, and so on; Families have to make sure where to go in evacuation, know how to
communicate with each other when family members are remote, ﬁx furniture not to fall down, and so on.
For universities, creating eﬀective evacuation plans is worth challenging. One reason is that they have many
constraints on class schedules, class sizes, room sizes, room equipment, and so on; and the number of students and
instructors in each room varies from time to time. In addition, especially in Japan, universities have many students
concentrated in a relatively small campus with many tall buildings. So eﬀectiveness of evacuation plans is very
important to guarantee the safety of students. However, it is not realistic to have many evacuation plans corresponding
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to various situations. In addition, it is diﬃcult for universities to have specialists for developing evacuation plans, and
administrative staﬀ are not skilled in such planning.
Our project is to create an evacuation planning system helpful for non-specialists. As a ﬁrst step, a prototype
analyzing engine is developed. It reads information about building structures and classes, and estimates the ﬂows
of links such as passages and stairs when class time is speciﬁed. The current estimation method is a simple hand-
calculation method Schadschneider et al. (2009). The engine performs static and dynamic analysis. In static analysis,
the engine outputs the total number of people passing each link. In dynamic analysis, the engine outputs the transition
of the number of people passing each link.
2. Design of the system
The prototype engine accepts two types of inputs. One is class data, and the other is building data. It is supposed
that these data is input to computer ﬁles by administrative staﬀ, who are assumed to have common IT skills such as
the ability to use oﬃce software.
The class data consists of the records of room usage for each pair of class times and rooms: the day of week and
class time, the building and room, and the number of the students estimated. This data is a result after administrative
staﬀ consider various kind of constraints: for example, which rooms are large enough to accept all the students that
takes each course, which rooms have equipments that each course requires, and so on. Although the task to resolve
these constraints is severe, administrative staﬀ usually perform the task by trial and error. In addition, since the price
of electricity is nowadays high, it is preferred that classes are concentrated so that several ﬂoors or even buildings are
made unused. However, this demand conﬂicts with risk management since overconcentration may cause panic easily
in emergency. Anyway, the result of the resolution by administrative staﬀ is created as a form of computer ﬁles.
As a prototype, the ﬁle format of the class data is assumed the CSV format, which is easily handled by usual oﬃce
software. Notice that the update frequency of this data is relatively high.
On the other hand, the building data consists of the topological data among the classrooms, passageways, stairways,
and exits, as well as the evacuation routes inside each building. In this project, the data of each building is represented
as a network, each of whose node corresponds with one of the following, and has the coordinates for the visualization
purpose:
1. a classroom,
2. a corner on a passageway,
3. a junction point on a passageway at an exit from a classroom,
4. a border point between a passageway and a stairway, and
5. an exit from the building.
Each link is one of the following, and has length, and capacity as attributes:
1. a part of a passageway,
2. a stairway, and
3. an exit from a room to a junction point.
Fig. 1 shows an example of a network that represents a ﬂoor of a ﬁctitious building. The nodes marked with red,
black, green, and blue represent rooms, corners, junction points, and border points, respectively. The links marked
with black, blue, and grey represent a part of a passageway, an exit from a room, and a stairway, respectively.
As a prototype, the ﬁle format of the building data is assumed the GraphML format1, which is an XML application
for network data. The GraphML format is ﬂexible enough to represent graphs with nodes and links with attributes.
However, it may be diﬃcult for administrative staﬀ with common IT skills to handle with. Although the update
frequency of the building data is quite low, a GUI application to handle with the building data will be convenient.
However, such a GUI application is not included in this prototype.
1 http://graphml.graphdrawing.org/
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Fig. 1. A network that represents a ﬁctitious building.
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Fig. 2. An example of output from the static analysis.
3. Analysis engine
As explained in the previous section, the engine takes two types of input. Speciﬁed with the class term and the
building, the current version of the engine performs two types of analysis: static analysis and dynamic analysis.
In the static analysis, the engine estimates how many people pass through the link. This estimation is performed
in the following way. Each node and link has a variable which is assigned with the count of the people that passes
through it. In initialization, all the count is set to zero. Consider a tree structure whose root is a node that corresponds
with a classroom with students in the speciﬁed class time. The count of the root node is set to the number of the
students s at the speciﬁed class time, and the count s/k is propagated to the children nodes, where k is the outdegree,
and s/k is added into the counts of the links whose starting node is the root. Then for each node v, the propagated
number is added into the count of v, and the same procedure is performed for v. This recursive procedure completes
the static analysis. As a prototype, the engine outputs to a CSV ﬁle the counts of the nodes that are speciﬁed as
checkpoints. Fig 2 shows an example of a bar graph which is generated by Microsoft Excel from the static analysis.
This result is simple but powerful enough to point out where students are supposed to be concentrated in evacuation.
On the other hand, the dynamic analysis estimates the transition of the ﬂow of the students passing through a
speciﬁed link after the evacuation starts. The computation of the dynamic analysis is the same as the static analysis
except that each link is associated with a transition history data structure. The current version is very simple, and
does not consider the capacities of links. In near future, the maximum ﬂow feature will be integrated to the dynamics
analysis.
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Fig. 3. An example of output from the dynamic analysis.
The current version is written by the Python programming language 2, and uses the Network-X library 3 for han-
dling network data structure. After the engine is matured enough, it will be rewritten by Excel macro so that admin-
istrative staﬀ can easily use it.
4. Concluding remarks
This paper describes the current state of our project which develops the evacuation plan assessment tool for univer-
sities. The design goal is easy use: the system assists administrative staﬀ with common IT skills to make assessment
plans. The ﬁle formats used should be easy for them if the ﬁle stores data to be updated frequently. The current engine
supports static and dynamic analysis, although it should be further improved for practical use. However, the current
version is enough to know where there are bottlenecks in evacuation.
From the point of administrative view, there is further demand. As mentioned in introduction, administrative staﬀ
must consider a lot of factors, not only pure educational matters, but also management matters such as running cost.
So it will be beneﬁcial if assistance for assigning courses to classrooms with optimizing educational, managerial, and
risk factors simultaneously is available.
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